Don't sign your rights and freedom away by signing an abortion initiative petition that would alter Missouri’s Constitution!

Don't let lobbying groups and out-of-state special interests inject abortion politics where it doesn’t belong and where it isn’t wanted.

This extreme initiative petition could:

• Legalize abortion as a method of birth control and abortion after a baby can survive outside the womb.
• Allow unlicensed abortion clinics in your neighborhood – even near schools and churches.
• Give power to judges and the government to force Missouri taxpayers to fund abortions.
• Permit governmental intrusion in health care decisions made by parents with their children.

Don't be fooled! Signature collectors might tell you that it’s for “women’s health” or “reproductive rights” or “to restore Roe”—or that it’s “pro-life” or “pro-choice”—or say anything to get you to sign. Don’t believe them!

DECLINE TO SIGN any petition that lets lobbying groups and the government take away your rights and freedom! Tell family, friends, neighbors, coworkers and everybody to DECLINE TO SIGN.

The future of Missouri is counting on you!

For more information on Decline to Sign, contact Missouri Stands with Women at mostandswithwomen.org